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ABSTRACT

The phorbol ester, 12-O-tetradccanuylphorbol-l3-acetate (TPA), in

duced increased expression of the retinoblastoma (RB) tumor suppressor
gene product in the course of megakaryocytic differentiation of the K562
human leukemia cell line, a differentiatively multipotent hematopoietic
precursor cell. The induced increase in KB protein per cell occurred early,
by 8 h of treatment, preceding any significant phenotypic differentiation
evidenced by cellular expression of the CD41 differentiation-specific

megakaryocytic cell surface marker, but not inhibition of cell cycle transit,
leading to a cell population arrested with 2 n, 4 n, and 8 n DNA content.
The increase in KB protein per cell occurred for cells in all cell cycle
phases. Staurosporine (STSP) was found to induce a similar course of cell
cycle arrest and differentiation. Furthermore, STSP caused an up-regu-

lation of KB expression similar to that caused by TPA. Almost all of the RB
protein is phosphorylated in untreated cells, but TPA and STSP both
caused the late appearance of hypophosphorylated RB protein following
cell cycle arrest. The STSP-caused hypophosphorylation was much later

than the TPA effect. Hypophosphorylation of RB is, thus, not necessarily
a prerequisite for cell cycle arrest but may be a consequence of ( .â€ž.Given
that TPA can be an activator and STSP an inhibitor of protein kinase ( .
it appears that the induced processes of tumor suppressor gene regulation
and growth and differentiation control are not necessarily protein kinase
C dependent in K562 cells. Furthermore, the findings that these two
presumably divergent inducing agents caused a similar increase in RB
gene expression suggests that the up-regulation of RB associated with

differentiation is not a coincidence of just one specific inducer but may be
a common essential feature of the induced differentiation. The amount of
RB protein per cell increased within hours of exposure to TPA or STSP
and may have a role in the induced metabolic cascade producing the new
phenotype.

INTRODUCTION

Control of cell proliferation and differentiation must be exercised
by various genes. Given the presumed need for redirection of nuclear
programs to express a new phenotype, one class of suspected candi
date genes is particularly the nuclear oncogenes. which include known
transcriptional activators such as c-fos which binds at AP-I TPA2

response elements (1-4). A related class of genes is the tumor sup
pressor genes. The prototype of such genes is the RB gene (5-7). RB
can regulate c-fos expression (8. 51) as well as bind known transcrip
tion factors (9-11). Allowing a regulatory function for RB in normal

cells, that function is likely to be in cell proliferation and differenti
ation. In the case of an exogenous RB gene and a reporter construct.
RB was found to inhibit the c-fos promoter (8. 51 ). RB expression has

also been found to be regulated during mitogenesis of lymphocytes, as
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well as by Epstein-Barr viral transformation resulting in proliferation

(12). In the case of another blood cell, induced terminal differentiation
of promyelocytic leukemia cells was preceded by the down-regulation
of RB protein (13-16). Thus, it is of interest to determine how the

expression of RB is regulated during the terminal differentiation of a
primitive, differentiatively pluripotem cell.

The K562 cell line was derived from a patient with chronic myel-

ogenous leukemia and is positive for a Philadelphia chromosome,
although it is not a characteristic myeloid cell (17. 18). The cell can
be induced to differentiate along a variety of cell lineages including
erythroid or megakaryocytic ( 18-24). Cells transfected with c-fes can

undergo myeloid differentiation. This differentiative pluripotency is
indicative of a primitive precursor cell. For example, hemin (25. 26).
Adriamycin (27). or l-ÃŸ-u-arabinofuranosylcytosine (25, 28), as well

as other nucleoside inhibitors (29). induce erythroid differentiation. In
contrast, megakaryocytic differentiation can be induced by TPA (30â€”

32) or ganglioside GM3 (33). In the case of myeloid differentiation.
c-/<?s-transfected K562 cells were treated with TPA (24). Erythroid

induccrs continued to induce erythroid differentiation in these cells.
Thus. K562 cells retain a variety ol differentiation lineage capabilities,
including those lineages to which hematopoietic precursor cells ap
parently commit early. TPA was originally found as the active agent of
the tumor promotor croton oil and later found as an analogue of diacyl
glycerol. an intermediate of phosphatidyl inositol metabolism and
activator of PKC. It likely activates pathways of signal transduction
regulating cell proliferation and differentiation. It also induces AP-1

transcriptional activators which bind to DNA at the TPA response
element. The TPA-induced megakaryocytic differentiation of K562
cells is, therefore, an instance of induced differentiation of a devel-

opmenlally primitive hematopoietic cell by intervention in a common
signal transduction pathway. As such, it provides an opportunity to
examine changes in RB expression induced by a tumor promotor
during cell differentiation. The above obviously motivate the hypoth
esis to be tested here that RB expression will change in this process.

Because many of the conclusions on the protein kinase C depen
dence of the TPA-induced differentiation of K562 cells have been

inferred from studies measuring sensitivity to STSP, an inhibitor of
PKC, the effect of STSP by itself is of potential interest. In K562 cells,
TPA causes activation of PKC (34. 35). Furthermore, this activation is
STSP sensitive (34, 35). There is, however, potential reason to suspect
that all of the TPA-induced effects are not necessarily PKC mediated.

The various pathways of K562 differentiation are not always STSP
sensitive (34-36). Nor is induced monocytic differentiation of HL-60

cells due to different inducers consistently sensitive to STSP. (37, 38)
In HL-60 cells (38) and also in keratinocytes (39), STSP unexpectedly

augments the action of TPA. Thus, PKC may likely not be the only
metabolic intermediate affected by TPA and also by STSP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Culture Conditions. K562 cells were a generous gilt of Dr.
Mark Tykocinski. Stock cultures of the cells were grown in RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with l()r/r heat-inactivated fetal calf serum in a humid

ified atmosphere of 59^ CO: with 10 ml/flask, using an initial cell density of
0.1-0.2 X 10'' cells/ml and recultured in fresh medium after 2 or 3 days.
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Experimental cultures were initiated with stock cells at an initial cell density of
0.2 X IO6 cells/ml. TPA was added to a linai concentration of 1.6 PM from a
stock of I0~s M in DMSO. Cells treated with a carrier blank showed no

significant change in proliferate kinetics. At indicated times, samples were

harvested to determine the cell number, the distribution of cells in the cell
cycle, the bivariate flow cytometric RB protein versus DNA content, the
RB-specific message, and the phosphorylation state of the RB protein. In the
case of STSP-treated cells. STSP (Sigma Chemical Co. ) was added to cultures
using a stock of 21.44 x Kr5 si (0.1 mg/ml) in DMSO which was diluted to
10~s M in PBS to make a working stock and then diluted to 15 nsi in culture.

For the flow cytometric cell cycle and RB protein analysis, 10" cells were

harvested at each indicated time from an initial culture of 10 ml. For the
Northern analysis of RB specific message. 30-60 x 10'' cells were harvested
from 20-ml cultures initiated at 0.2 x IO6 cells/ml. For Western blotting. IO6
cells were harvested, fixed in methanol. and stored at -20Â°C until analysis.

Assay of Proliferation and Differentiation. Cell proliferation was assayed
by measuring the number of cells in the population and the cell cycle distri
bution of those cells. The number of cells was assayed by multiple hemacy-

tomeler counts. The cell cycle distribution was assayed by staining the cells
with the DNA-binding fluorochrome. propidium iodide, and using flow cy-

tometry. as described previously (40). Cell differentiation was assayed by
measuring occurrence of the megakaryocytic differentiation-specific mem

brane antigen. CD4I. using a flnorescein-conjugated murine monoclonal an

tibody (AMAC. Westbrook. ME), diluted according to the prescription of the
manufacturer. CD4I expression was measured by flow cytometry to derive list
mode files. The forward and orthogonal light scatter signals were used to
discriminate cells, and the fluorescein fluorescence for that logically gated
population was measured. The fluorescein fluorescence was stored and dis
played as its logarithm. The threshold value discriminating positive from
negative cells was set as the fluorescence level below which 95'/r of control

(untreated) cells occurred. Flow cytometry was done with a multiparameter.
dual-laser flow cytometer (Coulter EPICS: Coulter Electronics) using KM)mW
of 488-nm excitation from a tunable argon ion laser.

Assay of RB Protein. RB protein per cell was measured by flow cytometry
as previously described (12-16. 40). Cells ( 10") were harvested at the indicated

times, resuspended in 100 jxl of cold PBS. and dispersed in an added 900 /^l
of-80Â°C melhanol. The cells were washed in PBS supplemented with normal

goat serum and stained with a polyclonal rabbit antibody (a generous gift of Dr.
Y. K. Fung), which recogni/es both the phosphorylated and the unphosphory-

lated forms of the RB protein. The dual-stained fixed cells were stored refrig

erated protected from light until flow cytometric analysis. The mean RB
protein per cell was derived using statistical algorithms incorporated into the
data acquisition software. The same analysis was performed using cells re
stricted by logical gating on the DNA signal to the G,. S. or G: + M phases

of the cell cycle.
Northern Analysis. For Northern analysis, cells were initiated in culture at

a density of 0.2 X IO6 cells/ml. 20 ml/flask, with or without 1.6 x mi TPA for

48 h. Total RNA was isolated using guanidinium thiocyanate as described by
Choniivvnski and Succhi (41 ). The RNA was washed twice with 7.Wr ethanol
and resolved in a \'7t agarose formaldehyde gel with 10/xg/lane. The RNA was

transferred to a nylon membrane (Hibond; Amersham Co.) by capillary blot
ting. The RNA was immobili/ed on the membrane by UV-induced cross-

linking (Stratulinker. Stratagene Co.). The membrane wus blocked by the
prehyhridi/ation buffer: 0.5 M Na:HPO4, pH 7.2-1 ITIMEDTA-1% bovine
serum albumin-7rÂ¿ SDS for 4 h at 60-65Â°C. The hybridi/ation probe wus

prepared from twice gel-purified DNA using random primer extension (Ran

dom Primer Extension Labelling System: New England Nuclear Co.) und
hybridi/ed at 60-65UC in the above hyhridi/ation buffer containing I0"7r for-

mamide for 48 h. The blot was autoradiographed for 48 h. The probe was an
approximately l-kilobase complementary DNA fragment extending from an

Nail site at base 1681 to a Sail site ut base 2900 in the untranslated tail beyond
the carboxyl end of the translated region of the gene. The probe was directed
against the carboxyl end of the gene because of the GC-rich DNA at the amino
end of the gene, obviating cross-reaction with GC-rich rRNA.

Western Analysis. For analysis of RB phosphorylation state. 0.5 x 10"

cells were fixed in methanol at given times during treatment with 1.6 nvt TPA
or 15 mi STSP. or untreated, and stored at -20Â°C until use. Cells were lysed

in u soluhili/ing buffer (containing 6% SDS-4 Murea-4 HIMEDTA and 125 HIM
Tris. pH 6.9. ÃŸ-mercaptoethanol and bromophenol blue) by boiling for 5 min.
Samples were run on a 6'/r SDS-polyacrylamide gel and transferred to u

nitrocellulose membrane. The resulting blot was blocked in 5'/i milk and

subsequently incubated overnight at room temperature with a monoclonal
anti-RB antibody (Triton Diagnostics. Alameda. CA) at 0.4 jug/ml. Detection

was performed using a chemiluminescent kit (Amersham ECL kit). The density
of the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated RB hands detected on a film
image of the blot was densitometrically scanned (Joyce Loehl Chromoscan:
Joyce-Loebl Ltd.. Gateshead. England). The amount of unphosphorylated and

phosphorylated protein in each band was approximated by integrating the areas
under (he traces using a planimeter.

RESULTS

TPA induces a rapid retardation of cell cycle transit apparent as an
accumulation of cells in G2 and a subsequent release resulting in a
largely G|/G0 population. K562 cells were initiated in culture with
1.6 x UMTPA. Their cell cycle distribution at this and subsequent
times was measured by propidium iodide-stained isolated nuclei an

alyzed by flow cytometry. Fig. I shows the DNA histograms for the
TPA-treated cells and untreated control cells. Each histogram repre
sents a sample of IO4 cells. The histogram represents the number of

cells with 2 n (G|/G,>) to 4 n (G2) DNA. There is an increase in the
relative number of cells with 4 n DNA which is apparent at 2 h and
progresses until 12 h. consistent with retardation of cell progression
through G2. After 12 h more (see Fig. 8). cells are arrested with
approximately 35% having 2 n DNA and 50% having 4 n DNA. The
4 n cells are reminiscent of the polyploidy expected of megakaryo-

cytes (42).

DNA

2h

4h

i 8h

12h

control TPA
Fig. I. Right. DNA histograms tor K562 cells after 2, 4, 8, and 12 h of treatment with

1.6 n\i TPA. Vertical i/.v/.v.relative number of cells: hnn-imlul iar'.v. relative DNA content

per cell. Leftmost peak, cells with GI DNA content; rii>ht peak. G? + M cells. Cells in S
have intermediate DNA contents. Left, DNA histograms for untreated contn l cells at 2. 4,
8, and 12 h of culture. Top. 0-h control. After 12 h of exposure to TPA, 29 /f of the cells
had 2 n DNA and 53ri had 4 n DNA. For a population sampling of IO4 e Ils, the mean

and coefficient of variation of the 2 n suhpopulation was 75 and 4.6^ in rhilrary units
of fluorescence. For the 4 n suhpopulation. the mean and coefficient of vari; ion were 141
and 5.1%, respectively.
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In contrast control untreated cells exhibit a relatively stable distri
bution of cells with respect to cell cycle phases measured at the same
time (Fig. 1). The approximate generation time of these cells is 21 h,
with G,, S, and G2 + M durations calculated as described previously
(43) from the DNA histogram as 10. 7, and 4 h. respectively. The cell
density observed for the untreated and treated populations (Fig. 2)
confirm the proliferative activity and arrest for the control and treated
cell populations as indicated by the flow cytometric data. The DMSO
carrier blank had no effect on cell growth (data not shown).

Incidence of megakaryocytic differentiation of TPA-treated cells

was evident at 24 h of culture and increased thereafter. The percentage
of cells expressing the megakaryocytic differentiation-specific mem

brane antigen CD41 was assayed by flow cytometry. Fig. 3 shows the
frequency histogram of number of cells versus CD41 expression for
control K562 cells, or cells treated with the carrier or TPA for 48 h in
culture. CD4I expression is plotted logarithmically. The distributions
represent IO4 cells. The initial cell population was negative for ex

pression, whereas positive cells emerged after treatment with TPA but
not the carrier. The fluorescence threshold distinguishing positives
from negatives was set at the value delimiting 97% of the negative
population. From such flow cytometric measurements during the
course of culture, the percentage of cells expressing CD41 which were
positive by the above definition at the indicated times is shown in Fig.
4. Approximately 10% of the cells were positive for CD41 by 24 h.
progressively increasing to approximately 50% by 72 h. In contrast,
untreated control cells or cells exposed to a carrier blank, in this case
DMSO, showed only low levels of CD41-expressing cells. When

observed at 12 h, treated cells did not yet display any enhancement in
CD41 expression. In multiple repeats of this experiment, there was
significant dispersion in the final extent of differentiation, reaching
approximately 80% by 72 h in some cases. The case shown is typical.
In all instances. TPA and STSP ellicited similar differentiation. Thus,
most cells are inducible, although not all respond to TPA in every
instance.

The RB protein expressed per K562 cell increases with progression
through the cell cycle. The cellular RB protein and DNA content were
simultaneously determined by flow cytometry using an antibody to
detect the cellular RB protein and propidium iodide to detect DNA.
The antibody used detects both the phosphorylated and unphosphor-

ylated forms of the RB protein, as described previously (12, 40).
Using flow cytometry to derive the bivariate correlation plot relating
number of cells to their RB protein and DNA content, we found that
the RB protein per cell progressively increases as cells progress
through G|, where they have 2 n DNA, to S, and then to G2 + M,
where they have 4 n DNA as previously reported for other cells
(12, 40). The amount of RB protein approximately doubles by the end

2.0-

_ 1.0-

8

,.

o.o-
24 48 72

time (hrs)
96

Fig. 2. Cell population size, number of cells (X10*) per ml of culture medium, for

K562 cells treated with 1.6 nn TPA (D) or 15 n.wSTSP (A) or untreated control (O) as a
function of time since initiation of culture. Proliferation is inhibited in the TPA- and
STSP-treated cells but not in the untreated cells. Pttinl ihtir). mean (Â±SD) of at least 7
experiments. Cell population size for DMSO carrier-treated cells was indistinguishable
from that of the untreated cells (not shown).

of the cell cycle, consistent with a doubling in cell mass needed for
binary fission. Thus, it appears that the increase in RB protein per cell
with progression through the cell cycle is regulated to be in homeo-

stasis with the total cell mass. Most of the RB protein in exponential
cells is phosphorylated, as will be shown in the Western analysis
described below. This flow cytometric measurement gives the RB
protein frequency histogram for the population. The mean relative RB
expression is derived from this using resident statistical software on
the flow cytometer.

Treatment of K562 cells with TPA results in an increase in RB
protein per cell for cells throughout the cell cycle. K562 cells were
initiated in culture with or without TPA. The mean RB protein per cell
was measured by flow cytometry as described above at each indicated
time. Fig. 5 shows the relative average amount of RB protein per cell
during treatment. The means were derived from a population sample
size of 10J cells using resident statistical packages of the data acqui

sition software of the flow cytometer. TPA-treated cells showed an

increase in relative average RB protein content per cell which was
apparent at 24 h and progressively greater thereafter. Comparing the
bivariate plots of RB versus DNA as described above showed that this
increase occurred for cells throughout the cell cycle. By segregating
cells according to their DNA content into G,, S, and G2 + M sub-

populations, we derived the average RB protein per cell for cells in
each of these cell cycle phases. This was done using list mode data
analysis software resident on the data acquisition computer of the How
cytometer. Fig. 6 shows that, as with the entire population, each
individual cell cycle phase shows the same changes as observed for
the whole population. Thus, the observed changes in RB expression
are independent of cell cycle phase distribution of cells in the popu
lation. Although unchanged from control cells at 6 h, the mean RB
expression of TPA-treated cells was approximately 25% higher by 8 h,

as also determined by such measurements (data not shown). Thus,
TPA induces an increase in RB expression per cell following cell cycle
phase-specific growth inhibition and presaging phenotypic differenti

ation measured by CD41 expression.
Almost all the RB protein in exponentially growing cells is phos

phorylated. but with TPA treatment a hypophosphorylated fraction of
the molecules becomes first evident by 8 h. A Western analysis was
performed on the RB protein in TPA-treated and untreated cells de
rived as above. The RB signal intensity on an X-ray film image of the

blot was densitometrically scanned. As reported for other cells (44,
45) including HL-60 cells (16, 45), the RB protein exhibits migratory

heterogeneity in polyacrylamide electrophoretic gel analysis with the
unphosphorylated molecule migrating fastest and evident as a distinct
subpopulation (Fig. 7). Integration of the densitometric scans gives the
relative amount of hypo- and hyperphosphorylated protein. The re
sults comparing TPA-treated and control cells is shown in Fig. 7.
TPA-treated cells expressed progressively increasing amounts of hy

pophosphorylated protein beginning at about 8 h. In contrast, un
treated cells expressed essentially none of the hypophosphorylated
protein until late times in culture when nutritional effects were begin
ning to inhibit growth.

Regulation of RB expression exerted by TPA does not appear to be
at the transcriptional level. A Northern analysis of control cells com
pared with cells treated for 48 h with TPA, when the RB protein
difference is pronounced, shows no difference in relative abundance
of RB-specific message amid total cellular RNA (data not shown).

Essentially the same effects as induced by 1.6 n\i TPA can be
induced by 15 nvi STSP. In particular, STSP induces the cell cycle-

specific arrest of cells and the expression of the megakaryocytic
differentiation marker, CD41. It also induces the up-regulation of RB

expression per cell anteceding differentiation but not cell cycle effects.
K562 cells were initiated in culture as was done previously using 15
nw STSP in lieu of TPA. Subsequent cell numbers at sequential times
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logCD41

Fig. 3. Flow cylomclric frequency histogram tor cells expressing the megakarvocvlic differentiation-specific marker. CD4I, for control untreated (left ). carrier-treulcd i mit/die), or
TRA-treated (rifiliti cells at 48 h. Vertical axis, relative nuniher of cells; horizontal ci.v/.v.logarithm of relative CD4I expression detected hy fluorescence intensity of a fluorescein-
eonjuguted antibody. Cells which are negative for expression are in the left most peak, while CD4I positive cells appear as the new peak arising on the right. The population sample
size is It)4 cells. The fluorescence threshold distinguishing negative and positive cells was defined as the value at which 97Vf of control cells are negative. The mean fluorescence of
the negative control untreated and carrier-treated cells and the positive TPA-treated cells were 21. 19, and 41. respectively, with respective coefficients of variation of 0.89. 0.84. and
0.72. Fluorescence was in arbitrary units of logarithm of fluorescence measured by How cytometry.
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Fig. 4. The percentage (verticil! Ã•/AÃ•.S) of cells expressing CD41 a-
(hurizt'ilttil Ã•M/.V)in culture for cells treated with TPA (L!). STSP (A), or c
(O) cells. The percentages were derived from a population sample size
statistical analysis software resident on the flow cytometer data acquisii
the algorithm described for Fig. 3.

unction of time
mtrol untreated
f It)4 using the

n computer h\

were indistinguishable from the case of TPA-treated cells shown in

Fig. 2. The redistribution of cells within the cell cycle at subsequent
times was also similar to that induced hy TPA. Cells were arrested
with 2 n (diploid G,). 4 n. and 8 n DNA content, typical of the
polyploidy exhibited by mature megakaryocytes. In slight contrast to
TPA. STSP caused a relatively greater number of higher ploidy-

arrested cells. Fig. 8 shows the flow cytometric DNA histograms for
STSP-treated K562 cells, compared with cells treated with TPA for the
same time, showing the cell cycle phase-specific accumulation of cells

with time. STSP also induced the expression of the megakaryocytic
differentiation-specific cell surface marker, CD4I. Similar to the case
of TPA. a low percentage of STSP-treated cells expressing the differ

entiation marker was evident by 24 h and progressively increased at
subsequent times (Fig. 4). STSP also induced an increase in the
amount of RB protein per cell. The kinetics of the increase were
similar to those seen for TPA. as shown in Fig. 5. As with TPA. there
was no cell cycle specificity to the increase. The induced occurrence
of hypophosphorylated RB protein, however, was much later than the
case of TPA as seen in Fig. 7. Significantly, cell cycle arrest occurred
earlier.

Finally, a specific dose-response relationship was observed between
treatment with STSP alone or in combination with TPA and the up-

regulation of RB expression, as well as the subsequent incidence of
differentiation. Replicate cultures of K562 cells were treated with
increasing concentrations of STSP in either the absence or presence of
TPA. The STSP concentrations used in the different cultures were 5.
10. and 15 nst. The change in RB protein expression after 48 h and the
subsequent incidence of CD41-measured differentiation at 72 h were

then determined. Increasing concentrations of STSP resulted in pro

gressively greater increases in RB expression per cell, as shown in
Fig. 9. In each instance, addition of TPA simultaneously caused a
further increase. Thus, there was a dose-specific increase in RB pro

tein per cell induced by STSP or in combination with TPA. The
subsequent incidence of differentiated cells mirrored this dose depen
dence. As shown in Fig. 10. increasing concentrations of STSP in
duced increasing numbers of differentiated cells, with the addition of
TPA causing a further increase. Thus, these inducers of differentiation.
TPA and STSP. caused dose-specific increases in RB expression cou

pled with increases in the number of differentiated cells.

DISCUSSION

The present results show that the phorbol ester. TPA. an analogue of
diacylglycerol which activates protein kinase C. elicits a cascade of
events involving up-regulation of RB gene expression, while inducing

a multipotent hematopoietic precursor cell to undergo megakaryocytic
differentiation. The induced cell cycle arrest, changes in RB expres
sion level and phosphorylation. and phenotypic differentiation appear
to be thus ordered in the TPA-induced differentiation of these cells. By
4-6 h. an apparent inhibition of cellular transit through the G, and G2

phases was apparent. By 8 h. onset of a progressive increase in the RB
protein expressed per cell occurred. The increase occurred for cells in
all phases of the cell cycle. The hypophosphorylated form of the RB
protein first became apparent at this time in a Western analysis of the
cells and then progressively increased. Almost all of the RB protein in
cells was phosphorylated until that time. Phenotypic differentiation
subsequently occurred with significant numbers of differentiated cells
apparent at 24 h. Increases in ploidy occurred following changes in

70-

60-

50-

40-

30
20-

10-
0

24 48
time (hrs)

72

Fig. 5. Mean RB protein per cell Â¡ncultures with TPA (D). STSP (A), or untreated
control (O). Horizontal axis, duration of culture in h; vernali axis, mean RB content per
cell in arbitrary' units of fluorescence. The means were derived as described previously
(12-I6. 40) from a population sample size of IO4 cells at each point using statistical

analysis software resident are the data acquisition computer of the flow cytometer.
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72
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Fig. 6. RB protein per cell for cells in Gi/Gc> (top}. S (middle}, or G; + M (biiHom)
cell cycle phases at progressive times during culture with TPA (LJi compared with control
cultures (^). The analysis was performed by segregating cells from each phase and
analy/ing their mean RB protein using list mode tiles derived by How cytometry. The
changes observed for the population as a whole occurred similarly for cells throughout the
cell cycle, indicating that there were no differential cell cycle-specific changes.

to be PKC dependent (46). Any definitive conclusions about PKC
involvement is. however, not possible until response and function of
each isoform to these agents is known. The possibility, for example,
cannot be excluded that differentiation depends on the differential
activation of some isoform which TPA differentially activates while
STSP differentially inactivates others.

It might he somewhat surprising that an agent originally regarded as
a tumor promoter should cause greater expression of a "tumor sup
pressor" gene. This may be somewhat unique to TPA as an agent for

inducing cell differentiation. Treatment of HL-60 cells with a variety

of other inducers of differentiation caused an early decrease in Rii
expression. In particular, if myeloid differentiation is induced by
retinoie acid or DMSO or if monocytic differentiation (distinguished
from macrophage) is induced by 1.25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 or D2 or

by sodium butyrate. there is an early decrease in levels of RB expres
sion ( 13-16. 40). In a chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line. 1.25-
dihydroxyvitamin D3 also causes a down-regulation of RB expression
preceding monocytic differentiation (47). Consistent with early down-

regulation anteceding differentiation. RB antisense oligonucleotides
enhanced release of multilineage hemotopoietic early progenitor cells
to form colony-forming unit-granulocyte/erythroid/maerophage/

megakaryocyle colonies /;/ vitnt (48). Thus, it appears that, in all of
these instances, induced phenotypic differentiation is anteceded by
regulation of RB expression levels, suggesting a role for the RB
protein in the metabolic cascade effecting phenotypic change. How
ever, the change can be an increase or decrease depending on the
inducer used. From the limited number of cases studied, it appears that

100-1

12 24 36
time (hrs)

48

RB expression and phosphorylation shifts and were evident 48 h after
STSP treatment. If the RB protein plays a regulatory role in this
cascade, then it is more likely to be in controlling phenotype during
differentiation than proliferation, since changes in RB expression
level presage CD4I expression but not proliferative changes. The
same effects resulted when the cells were treated with the protein
kinase C inhibitor. STSP. with the exception that hypophosphorylated
RB did not appear until much later. Furthermore, the ability of STSP
and TPA to induce cell differentiation augmented each other when
added together. Significantly. TPA and STSP had additive effects on
RB expression levels and. similarly, additive effects on differentiation.
Thus, there is an apparent role for RB in regulating differentiation.

The similarity of the cellular response that TPA and STSP each
induces suggests that general PKC activation is not necessarily an
essential component of the induced metabolic cascade resulting in
megakaryocytic differentiation of K562 cells. Indeed, the results sug
gest that there may be some other metabolic reaction essential to
differentiation affected in common by both of these agents. Consistent
with this, erythroid differentiation of K562 cells also does not appear

Fig. 7. Top. percentage of RB protein which was unphosphorylaled after cells were
cultured with TPA or STSP. Untreated control (O). TPA-treated Q. and STSP-trcaled (A)
cells were subjected to Western analysis, the film of the blot was densitometrically
scanned, and the peaks corresponding to the hyper- and hypophosphon lated RB protein
were integrated. RiHIotH.typical example of the film image ot the blot of TPA-lreated cells
after 0. X. 24. and 4X h.
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L
24h

48h

72h

TPA STSP

Fig. 8. DNA histograms for untreated K562 cells after 24 h in culture (topi compared
with cells treated with STSP for 24. 48. and 72 h (right). showing arrest of cells with 2
n. 4 n. and X n ploidy. For comparison, cells treated with TPA at the same times are also
shown {left}. Cell viability at all times was >95r/i. The percentage of cells with 2 n. 4 n.

and 8 n DNA in these histograms and the mean fluorescence (p. in arbitrary units of
fluorescence measured by flow cytometry). as well as coefficient of variation (CV) W) are
shown in Table I.

Table 1 Percentage of cells with 2 n, â€¢¿�/n, find K n DA'/A,mean fluorescence (fj), and

coefficient of variation (CV) front histograms in Fig. 8

Treatment24

hTPA%M"CV24

hSTSP%t>CV48

hTPA%HCV48

hSTSP%Ã•*CV72

hTPA%/*CV72

hSTSP%HCV2n3545831467514h42595945479224484

n5084744855208562383623885238268n11314315844144g16156441615111574

' Arbitrary units of fluorescence measured by flow cytometry.

TPA causes an increase, while other inducers, including retinoic acid,
DMSO, 1.25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 or -vitamin D2, and sodium bu-

tyrate, which have greatly differing cellular metabolic targets, all
cause early decreases. The TPA-induced increase may be related to the
activation of AP-1 transcriptional regulators, which were originally
defined as TPA response elements. The c-fos protein, which com
plexes with the c-jun protein to form a heteroduplex binding at AP-1

transcriptional regulatory sites, may be regulated by RB. It has been
found with an exogenous RB and a c-fos promoter element activating
a reporter gene that RB can cause down-regulation of c-fos transcrip

tion (8. 51 ). Thus, there may be reasons to suspect complex regulatory
coupling relationships between TPA and RB. Since the action of TPA

in terms of AP-1 sites sets it apart from the other inducers considered,

this may explain its divergent effect on RB expression.
The TPA-induced megakaryocytic differentiation of K562 cells ob

viously cannot be assumed to mimic true megakaryopoiesis. In the
case of RB regulation of megakaryopoiesis, little is known. However,
it has been observed that megakaryocytes in SCID mice embryos stain
strongly for RB protein (49) and that megakaryoblastic cells from
patients with blast crisis of chronic myelogenous leukemia lacked RB
protein (50). These limited data suggest that RB up-regulation may be
a component of megakaryopoiesis, consistent with the observed up-

regulation in K562 cells found here.

60-

40

20

5/- 10/- 157- 5/+ 10/+ 15/+

STSP/TPA
Fig. 9. Relative RB protein per cell for (left to right) untreated control cells, cells

treated with 5. 10. or 15 nM STSP. and cells treated with 5. 10. or 15 nvt STSP plus 1.6
nsi TPA for 48 h. There was a progressive change with increasing STSP and TPA.
indicating a dose-response-specific induction of RB expression in the absence or presence
of TPA.

401

Q
U

30*

20

10

Y///Ã„

5/- 10/- 15/- 5/+ 10/+ 15/+

STSP/TPA
Fig. 10. Percentage of cells expressing the megakaryocytic differentiation-specific

marker at 72 h of culture for (left to right) untreated control cells, cells treated with 5. 10,
or 15 HMSTSP. and cells treated with 5. 10. or 15 nM STSP plus 1.6 DMTPA. There was
a progressive change with increasing STSP and TPA. indicating a dose-response-specific
induction of differentiation by STSP in the absence or presence of TPA. The sampling
error in each case was <10%.
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